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Maths    

Our curriculum aims to develop pupils that can investigate, hypothesize, prove and generalise using problem solving 
to reason in aspects of overarching mathematical components; number explorations, geometric reasoning, 
proportional investigations and graphical explorations. It fully fosters a mastery approach to learning, to which 
knowledge is challenged, developed and secured by providing pupils with tasks that allow depth rather than 
breadth. We encourage students to use models and manipulatives to support the development of the mathematical 
components. We provide opportunity to apply learning to financial, career, logic and cross curriculum topics. 
Sequencing of tasks have been designed to maximise interleaving strategies by encouraging cross topics links and 
application. Pupils’ progress will be maintained through frequent, accurate and effective formative assessments, to 
build retention of prior and current learning.   
 
Key Stage 3 Calendar Break Down:  

Half Term  Year 7  Year 8  Year 9  

HT1  Number Investigations  Number Application: Probability  Number Applications: Geometry  

HT2  Proportion in Play  Proportion in Play  Proportion in Play  

HT3  Shape and Space 
Awareness   

Algebraic Manipulation  Algebraic Manipulation  

HT4  Number Explorations  Number Explorations to the Real 
World  

Number Explorations: Data in the 
Real World  

HT5  Motor Skills  Motor Skills  Motor Skills: 3D Shapes  

HT6  Graphical Exploration  Graphical Exploration  Graphical Exploration  

  
Due to the mastery approach adopted by the curriculum design, there is the expectation to intertwine as many 
topics as possible while learning the overarching component. Despite the overarching emphasis concentrating 
on, for example negative numbers, there is the opportunity to apply this concept to using algebraic terms and to 
explore negative number graphically, or within transformations to name a few. However, if the pupils have not 
mastered a key component, the pupil does not move on. The calendar proposed to each section was produced to 
provide a potential timeline for a generic progression through the concept, and aid the explicit incorporation of 
topics that intertwine with the component. This would not be suitable for all pupils – so would not progress until the 
key component is ‘mastered,’ by allowing more time for procedural practice, retrieval and investigation of methods.   
  
There is a spiral – so in each year group they are focusing on the same overarching subsection of mathematics; 
Algebraic representation, proportion reasoning, geometric understanding and number explorations. Year 7 has one 
less algebraic manipulation and this reflects the opportunity to cement the fundamentals of number and geometry 
before applying the algebraic manipulation of these concepts. This is also to take into account those students that 
are not secondary ready – allowing intervention for the primary objectives, whilst the remainder have the 
opportunity to gain a deeper knowledge through retention, complexity or application of concept.   
 
Literacy in Mathematics:  
Keyword vocabulary is shared at the bottom of all lesson slides across KS3. We use a variety of methods to introduce 
new language including Freyer Models to help students understand the new vocabulary and develop their own 
explanations of mathematical processes. As a department we encourage students to consider the mathematical 
language they can use to articulate their answers in lessons and class discussions.   
Key vocabulary identified in the KS3 medium term plan under the ‘Knowledge & Vocabulary’ heading.  
 


